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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the existence of the ‘‘Cauchy problem,’’ hereafter
Ž .denoted by CP , consisting of the implicit ordinary differential equation
F t , x , x, . . . , x Žm.  0 1.1Ž . Ž .
and the initial condition
x 0  x , x 0  x , . . . , x Žm1. 0  x , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 m1
where mN. This consideration is motivated by an increasing interest in
implicit differential equations under various initial and boundary condi-
Ž  .tions cf., e.g., 3, 6, 7, 11, 14, 15, 1720, 2628, 3236 .
For the explicit equation
x Žm. f t , x , x, . . . , x Žm1. , 1.3Ž . Ž .
since it can be transformed into a first order differential system, X 
Ž .G t, X , for which the derivative of X does not appear in the right-hand
side, the existence as well as uniqueness of the Cauchy problem is well
 understood; see for instance 1, 2, 10, 12, 13, 16, 22, 23, 29 , etc., for recent
 developments and 9 for classical results. In recent years, much attention
1 Ž .Supported by NNSF of China 10071066 .
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Ž .has been paid to the implicit differential equation 1.1 . In contrast to
Ž . Ž .Eq. 1.3 , situations in the case of Eq. 1.1 are far more complicated, and
many fruitful methods for explicit equations and systems fail to work
again. Even so, a large number of beautiful works can be found in the
Ž .literature concerning the existence and uniqueness results for CP ; see for
 instance 3, 4, 6, 17, 3032, 3436 , etc., and references therein in which
new powerful methods and techniques are developed. Carl and Heikkila¨
 4 even consider discontinuous implicit functional differential equations in
the case when the equations satisfy some conditions related to certain
monotonicity properties by some constructive methods.
The aim of this paper is to suggest an alternative approach for studying
Ž implicit equations making use of the theory of viscosity solutions cf. 5,
. Ž 16 combining with the lowerupper solutions method cf., e.g., 21, 24,
.25 . It is well known that in the theory of explicit equations, the classical
Peano’s theorem along with the extension theorem plays a very basic role.
Ž .In this work we try to extend these important theorems to Eq. 1.1 in the
case when F is continuous, using the viscosity lower–upper solutions
method proposed here.
Ž .In the following argument, solutions of the problem CP will be under-
stood in the Lipschitz sense. Since the equation under consideration is
Ž . Ž mcontinuous, one may expect that CP has a local classical solution i.e., C
.solution . Unfortunately, this is impossible in the general case. In Section 6
we give an easy example which satisfies all the conditions needed in our
Ž .existence result Theorem 1.1 below , but the corresponding Cauchy prob-
 lem has no classical solutions. In fact, it is pointed out in 31 that even if
 Ž .F C , the implicit problem CP may have no classical solutions.
For convenience, we will use the following notations. Let J be an
1 0, 1Ž .interval in R . We denote by C J the space of all functions that are
Lipschitz on J and
C k , 1 J  x C k J : x Žk . C 0, 1 J . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
0, 1Ž .  For x C J , x is the Lipschitz constant of x on J. We alsoLi pŽ J .
Ž . m Ž .denote by X the point u , . . . , u  R ; thus F t, u , . . . , u , q is0 m1 0 m1
Ž .    .usually written as F t, X, q for simplicity. We identify 0, T with 0, T
when T  in the following statements. This convention is used through-
out the paper.
 .   m1Ž .Let J 0, T or 0, T . We say that a function x C J with
Žm1. 0, 1Ž . Ž .x  C J for any compact interval J J is a Lipschitz solution
Ž . Ž . Ž .of CP on J, if x solves 1.1 for a.e. t J and satisfies 1.2 . In this work,
solution will always be understood in this sense. We emphasize that in the
Ž .  . Ž .case T , a solution x of CP on 0, T may not be one of CP on
 0, T . One also notes that for continuous explicit equations, solutions are
necessarily classical solutions.
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The main results of this paper are contained in the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that for some 0 T	  and open neighborhood
m Ž .  . 1U R of X  x , . . . , x , F is continuous on 0, T U R and0 0 m1
satisfies:
Ž .F For any 0 a T and compact subset EU, there exist q , q0 1 2
 R1 with q 	 q such that1 2
 F t , X , q 	 0	 F t , X , q  t , X  0, a  E.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž .Then there exists  with 	 T , such that CP has at least a solution x on the
 .interal 0,  ; moreoer, if  T , then there exists a sequence t   suchn
Ž .that X t tends to the boundary U of U, i.e., for any compact subset EU,n
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Žm1.Ž ..X t  E for n sufficiently large, where X t  x t , x t , . . . , x t .n
Remark 1.2. To help the reader have a better understanding of our
Ž .result, we discuss here some situations in which F is fulfilled.0
Assume that for some t  0 and neighborhood V Rm of X 0 0
Ž .   1x , . . . , x , F is continuous on 0, t  V R ; moreover, there exist0 m1 0
q , q  R1 with q  q such that1 2 1 2
F 0, X , q  0 F 0, X , q . 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 0 2
Then by continuity, one can take a T	 t and an open neighborhood0
U V of X sufficiently small such that0
F t , X , q 	 0	 F t , X , q  t , X  0, T U. 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..1 2
Ž .  . 1Hence F naturally satisfies F when it is restricted on 0, T U R .0
In particular, for the Clairaut equation,
H x  tx
 x 0,Ž .
Ž . 1we see that 1.4 holds provided that there exist q , q  R with q  q1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .such that H q x H q .1 0 2
Ž .Another simple case in which F satisfies F is that when F takes the0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 1. Ž .form F t, X, q H q 
 f t, X , where H C R with lim H qq
Ž . ., f C 0, T U for some neighborhood U of X . A foolishly0
Ž .trivial example for this case is the explicit equation 1.3 .
In applications, Theorem 1.1 can be used to derive global existence
results. As an example, we have the following theorem.
 .  THEOREM 1.3. Let J 0, T or 0, T , where T	 . Assume that
Ž . m 1F t, X, q is continuous on J R  R . Suppose that there exist , 
Ž .. Ž m.C 0,
 and f , g C J R such that
Ž .  .1 ,  are strictly increasing on 0,
 with
lim  s 
, lim  s 
;Ž . Ž .
s
 s

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Ž . Ž .2 For some nonnegatie function 	 C J ,
   f t , X 	 	 t X 
 1 , g t , X 	 	 t X 
 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . m   mfor any t, X  J R , where 
 denotes the usual norm in R ;
Ž . Ž . m3 For any t, X  J R ,
F t , X , q  q  f t , X when q 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
F t , X , q 	 q 
 g t , X when q 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then CP has a solution x on J.
We will give an example by considering the Clairaut equation to illus-
trate Theorem 1.3 in Section 6.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic
knowledge in the theory of viscosity solutions. In Section 3, we give an
existence and uniqueness result for viscosity solutions of the Cauchy
Ž .problem of the first-order implicit equation: F t, x, x  0. Section 4 is
devoted to a local existence result which plays the key role in establishing
Theorem 1.1. The proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 will be given in Section 5.
Section 6 consists of two examples mentioned above.
2. BASIC NOTIONS AND LEMMAS IN THE THEORY OF
VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS
In this section we recall some basic notions and lemmas in the theory of
viscosity solutions. Let J be a subset of R1; let x : J R1 be a function. x
Ž .is said to be lower upper semicontinuous at t J, if
lim inf x s  x t resp. lim sup x s 	 x t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /sJ , st sJ , st
st st
Ž . Ž Ž ..We denote by LSC J USC J the set of functions that are lower
Ž .upper semicontinuous at any point on J. We will denote by x*, x the
upper and lower semicontinuous envelopes of x respectively which are
defined as: for  t J,
 x* t  lim sup x s : s J , s t 	 r , 4Ž . Ž .
r0
 x t  lim inf x s : s J , s t 	 r . 4Ž . Ž .
r0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .By definition, we have x t 	 x t 	 x* t for any t J.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let J R1 be an open interval. For t J, the superjet

 Ž .  Ž . Ž . 1 x t and subjet  x t of x t at t are defined to be the subsets of R :

x t   t :  C1 R1 such that t is a local maximum of x  , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
x t   t :  C1 R1 such that t is a local minimum of x  . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .

 Ž .  Ž .Remark 2.2. We remark that if  x t   x t , then x is neces-
1Ž 1.sarily differentiable at t. Indeed, if ,  C R are such that t is a local
maximum and minimum of x  and x  , respectively, then
 s   t 	 x s  x t 	  s   t s t  , t
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2.1Ž .
for some  0, from which we see that t is a local maximum of  ;
hence
 t    t .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Further, making use of 2.1 , one easily checks that x is differentiable at t.
Consequently, we emphasize that if x is not differentiable at a point t,

 Ž .  Ž .then either  x t  or  x t .

 Ž .  Ž .It is obvious that if x is differentiable at t, then  x t   x t 
 Ž .4x t .
Ž .LEMMA 2.3. Let J be an open interal, x C J . Then the following
assertions hold.
Ž .1 If
q	 0 for q 
x t ,  t J , 2.2Ž . Ž .
then x is nonincreasing on J.
Ž .2 If
q 0 for q x t ,  t J , 2.3Ž . Ž .
then x is nondecreasing on J.
Proof. This is a basic knowledge in the theory of viscosity solutions.
Here we give a proof for the reader’s convenience. We only prove the first
Ž .assertion 1 . The proof for the second one is analogous and is omitted.
Ž .Assume that 2.2 holds. If the assertion fails to be true, then there exist
Ž . Ž .   . Ž .t , t  J, t  t such that x t  x t . Let t  sup t t , t : x t 	0 2 0 2 0 2 1 0 2
Ž .4x t . By continuity, it is easy to see that t  t and0 1 2
x t  x t  x t  t t , t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1 2
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Now two cases may occur.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Case 1. There exist s , s  t , t , s  s such that x s  x s .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
In this case we define
y t  x t  k t s  x s , k x s  x t  s  t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly k 0; moreover, y t  y s  0. Since x s  x s , we see1 2 1 2
Ž .  that y s  0 and hence y attains its maximum on t , s at some point1 1 2
Ž . 
 Ž .z t , s . By the definition of superjet, k  x z . This contradicts the1 2
assumption.
Ž .Case 2. x is nondecreasing on t , t .1 2
Ž . Ž .In this case x is a.e. differentiable on t , t . Take a t  t , t such1 2 3 1 2

 Ž .  Ž .  Ž .4that x is differentiable at t ; therefore  x t   x t  x t . De-3 3 3 3
fine
y t  x t  k t t  x t , k x t  x t  t  t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3 3 3 1 3 1
Ž . Ž .Then k 0. Now, if there exists s  t , t such that y s  0, then by a1 1 3 1
similar argument as in Case 1, we can get a contradiction. Thus we assume
Ž . Ž .that y t 	 0 on t , t , hence1 3
k	 x t  x t  t t  t t , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3 3 1 3
Ž .which implies that x t  k 0. Again this contradicts the assumption.3
As a consequence of Lemma 2.3, we have
1 Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Let J R be an open interal, x C J . If for some
L 0, we hae
Ž . 
 Ž .1 q	 L for q  x t and t J;
Ž .  Ž .2 qL for q  x t and t J,
 then x is Lipschitz on J with x 	 L.Li pŽ J .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let s J. Consider the functions y t  x t  x s  L t s .
Ž .  Ž .   Ž .4Clearly y s  0. We observe that  y t  q L : q  x t . By
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.3, 1 implies that y t is nonincreasing on J and hence y t 	 0
 .for t J  J s, , which yieldss
x t  x s 	 L t s , t J .Ž . Ž . Ž . s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Similarly by considering the function y t  x t  x s 
 L t s , we
Ž .can show that if 2 holds, then
x t  x s L t s , t J .Ž . Ž . Ž . s
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Combining the above conclusions together, one obtains the desired result
immediately.
Consider the first order implicit equation,
F t , x , x  0, 2.4Ž . Ž .
and the initial condition,
x 0  x . 2.5Ž . Ž .0
1 ŽDEFINITION 2.5. Let J R be an open interval. Assume that F C J
2 . Ž . R . A function xUSC J is said to be a viscosity lower solution of
Ž .Eq. 2.4 on J if
F t , x t , q 	 0,  t J , q 
x t . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .A function x LSC J is said to be a viscosity upper solution of Eq.
Ž .2.4 on J if
F t , x t , q  0,  t J , q x t . 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .If x C J is both a viscosity lower solution and viscosity upper
Ž .solution of Eq. 2.4 on J, then we say that x is a viscosity solution of Eq.
Ž .2.4 on J.
Remark 2.6. Let J be an open interval. We emphasize that if at the

 Ž . Ž  Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž ..point t J,  x t   x t  , then 2.6 resp. 2.7 is naturally
Ž .satisfied at t. By Remark 2.2, if a viscosity solution x of 2.4 on J is
Ž .differentiable at t J, then F t, x, x  0. We also note that any classical
Ž .solution lower solution, upper solution is necessarily a viscosity solution
Ž .resp. viscosity lower solution, viscosity upper solution .
 . Ž 2 .DEFINITION 2.7. Let J 0, T . Assume that F C J R .
Ž .A function xUSC J is said to be a viscosity lower solution of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.4  2.5 on J, if x is a viscosity lower solution of 2.4 on 0, T ;
Ž .moreover, x 0 	 x .0
Ž .A function x LSC J is said to be a viscosity upper solution of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.4  2.5 on J, if x is a viscosity upper solution of 2.4 on 0, T ;
Ž .moreover, x 0  x .0
Ž .If x C J is both a viscosity lower solution and viscosity upper
Ž . Ž .solution of 2.4  2.5 on J, then we say that x is a viscosity solution of
Ž . Ž .2.4  2.5 on J.
  1LEMMA 2.8 16, Proposition 2.4 . Let J be an open interal of R . Let W
Ž . Ž .  Ž .be a family of iscosity lower solutions of Eq. 2.4 on J, x t  sup w t : w
4 Ž .W . Assume that x* t   for t J. Then x* is a iscosity lower solution
Ž .of Eq. 2.4 on J.
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1 Ž .LEMMA 2.9. Let J be an open interal of R , x C J , t J, and
 Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .q  x t . Suppose that x  C J nN conerges to x on a neigh-n
 Ž .borhood of t uniformly. Then there exists t  J, q   x t such thatn n n n
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .t , x t , q  t, x t , q .n n n n
The proof of Lemma 2.9 is actually the same as that of 5, Proposition
  4.3 . Also it is implied in the proof of 16, Proposition 2.4 . We omit it.
  1 Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.10 5 . Let  be any subset of R , uUSC  ,   LSC  .
Let
 2 M  sup u t  s  t s ,  0.Ž . Ž . ž /2
Assume M   for large  and s , t are such that  
 2 lim M  u t  s  t  s  0.Ž . Ž .    ž /ž /2
Then
Ž .   21 lim  t  s  0;  
Ž .2 wheneer z is a limit point of t as  ,
lim M  u z  z  sup u t  t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 
3. AN EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS RESULT
In this section we establish a result on existence and uniqueness of

  . Ž . Ž . Ž .viscosity solutions on R  0, for 2.4  2.5 in case F t, x, q is mono-
tone in x.
Ž 
 2 .THEOREM 3.1. Assume that F C R  R and satisfies:
Ž . Ž .F F t, x, q is strictly increasing in x.1
Ž . 
 1 Ž .F For any bounded subset B R  R , lim F t, x, q 2 q
Ž .uniformly with respect to t, x  B.
Ž . Ž .F There exists t  0 such that F t, x, q is nondecreasing in q when3 0
Ž . Ž .t t . Assume that the Cauchy problem 2.4  2.5 has a bounded iscosity0
lower solution u and iscosity upper solution  on R
 that are continuous at 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with u 0  0  x . Then 2.4  2.5 has a unique iscosity solution x on0
R
 with u	 x	 .
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we first establish the following compari-
son result.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2 Comparison Principle . Assume F  F in Theorem1 3
3.1. Let u,  be a iscosity lower solution and iscosity upper solution of
Ž . Ž . 
2.4  2.5 on R , respectiely; moreoer, u and  are bounded. Then u	
on R
.
 Ž .   Ž .  
Proof. We assume that u t ,  t 	M on R for some constant
1Ž 1. Ž Ž .M 0. Let  C R be a nondecreasing function hence   t  0 for
1. t R such that
 t 	 0 for t 0 and  t 	 1 for t 1 . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
For  t , define0
 t  t 
 3M t  for t R
,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where t is the number appearing in F . We observe that0 3
 t  q
 3M  t  : q  t . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .By F , F , and 3.1 , it is easy to check that  is a viscosity upper1 3 
Ž . Ž . 
solution of 2.4  2.5 on R . We show that
u t 	 t  t R
. 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 
Since  t is arbitrary, we then conclude from 3.2 that u	 on R .0
Ž .We argue by contradiction and assume that 3.2 is false. By the
Ž .definition of  and 3.1 , we see that when s T  
 1, 0
u t  s  u t  s  3M	M for  t R
. 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . ŽNote that u 0 	 0 by the definition of viscosity lower solution and
Ž . Ž ..viscosity upper solution of 2.4  2.5 . We deduce by the upper semiconti-
Ž .nuity of u that there exists z 0, such that
u z  z  max u   0.Ž . Ž . Ž . 
R
Let  1. Define w : R
 R
 R1 as
 2 
 
 w s, t  u t  s  t s s, t  R  R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2
Ž .Note that w z, z   0. We claim that w attains its maximum on

 
 Ž .    R  R at some point s , t  0, T  0, T for some T  0 indepen-  1 1 1
Ž . Ž .dent of . Indeed, by 3.3 , we have w s, t  0 if s T . On the other0
  Ž .hand, since  1, if s t is sufficiently large independent of  , we will
Ž .also have by the definition of w that w s, t  0. Hence one sees that the
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Ž . 
 
claim is true. Set M  w s , t max w. Then   R  R
M  w z , z   . 3.4Ž . Ž .
Ž .Suppose that t  z as   passing to a subsequence if necessary .
Thanks to Lemma 2.10, we also have s  z; moreover, z is a maximum
of u . Thus z 0. Consequently for  sufficiently large, we have
s , t  0. 
 2Ž . Ž .  Noting that t is a maximum of u t  s  t s and s is a    2
 2Ž .  minimum of  s 
 t  s , by Definition 2.1, we see that 2
q 
  t  s  
u t  s .Ž . Ž . Ž .     
 4 Ž .We claim that q  1 is bounded. Otherwise, there exists a sequence
 4 such that, say for instance, q  as n . Since  is bounded,n  n
Ž . Ž Ž . .we will have by F that F s ,  s , q  0 for n sufficiently large.2    n n n
Ž .This contradicts the fact that  is a viscosity upper solution of 2.4 on
Ž .0, .
We observe that
 2 0 	M  u t  s  t  s 	 u t  s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .        2
Ž .By F and the continuity of F, we deduce that for any T , R 0, there1
exists  0 such that
	 F t , x , q  F t , x , qŽ . Ž .2 1
   for  t 0, T and  x , x , q R, R with x  x   . In particular,1 2 2 1
there exists   0 such that for any  1,0
 	 F t , u t , q  F t ,  s , q . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0       
By the definitions of viscosity lower solution and viscosity upper solution,
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž .we have F t , u t , q 	 0	 F s ,  s , q . It follows by 3.5 that      
 	 F s ,  s , q  F t ,  s , q . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0        
Since F is uniformly continuous on any bounded subset of R
 R2, we set
Ž . Ž  in 3.6 and obtain directly that  	 0 recall that s , t  z as0  
.  , a contradiction!
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Once the Comparison Principle is established,
the proof of existence in Theorem 3.1 can be given in a quite standard way
 under the scheme of Perron’s Method 5, 16 . Here we give it in detail just
for the reader’s convenience.
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Let u,  be the viscosity lower solution and viscosity upper solution of
Ž . Ž .2.4  2.5 given in the theorem, respectively. By Theorem 3.2, we have
u	 on R
. Set
W w : w is a viscosity lower solution of 2.4  2.5 Ž . Ž .
with u	 w	 on R
 . 3.74 Ž .
Then W, as uW. Let
x t  sup w t  t R
.Ž . Ž .
wW
Since u,  are bounded, one sees that M	 x	 x	 x*	M for some
constant M 0. Thanks to Lemma 2.8, x* is a viscosity lower solution of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.4 on 0, . Recall that u,  are continuous at 0 and u 0  0  x ;0
Ž . Ž . Ž .we have x 0  x 0  x* 0  x . By virtue of Theorem 3.2, x*	 ; and0
hence x*W. It then follows from the definition of x that x x*; i.e., x
Ž . Ž .is the maximal viscosity lower solution of 2.4  2.5 in W.
Ž . Ž .We prove that x is a viscosity upper solution of 2.4 on 0, and
Ž . Ž . 
hence is a viscosity upper solution of 2.4  2.5 on R . We argue by
contradiction and assume that x fails to be a viscosity upper solution of
Ž . Ž .2.4 at some point z 0, , i.e.,
F z , x z , p  0 for some p x z . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .We claim that at the point z, we must have x z   z . Indeed, since
Ž . Ž .  Ž .x	 , if x z  z , then by the definition of subjet, we have  x z
 Ž . Ž .   z ; further, recalling that  is a viscosity upper solution of 2.4 on
Ž .0, , we find that
F z , x z , q  F z ,  z , q  0 q x z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . 1Ž 1.which contradicts 3.8 . The claim is proved. Let  C R be such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .x t   t attains its minimum at z with  z  p. We may assume
that
2x z   z , x t   t  t z  t z  , z
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .for some 0   z; otherwise we can replace  t be  t  x z 
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Ž . Ž . Ž . t   z  t z . In view of 3.8 and the fact that x z   z , by
Ž .continuity, there exists   0,  2 such that1 0
F t ,  t 
  2 ,  t 	 0  t z 2 , z
 2 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1
Ž .and also by semicontinuity of 
 t 
  2 	 t  t z 2 , z
 2 . 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
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Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .Inequality 3.9 shows that  t 
  is a classical lower solution of 2.41
Ž . 
on z 2 , z
 2 . Define y on R as1 1
max  t 
  2 , x t , when t z 2 , z
 2 ;Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 1 1y t Ž . ½ x t , otherwise.Ž .
Ž .By Lemma 2.8, we see that y is a viscosity lower solution of 2.4 on
Ž .z 2 , z
 2 . On the other hand,1 1
2 2x t  x t   t  t z   t 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1
for t z 2 , z
 2  z  , z
  .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
In view of the definition of y, one concludes immediately that y is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .viscosity lower solution of 2.4 on 0, . By 3.10 , yW. Now, by the
Ž .definition of semicontinuous envelopes, there exists t  z as n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2such that x t  x z . Since x z   z , we find that  t 
  n n 1
Ž . Ž .1x t for n sufficiently large, hence sup y x  0. This contradicts then R
Ž . Ž .fact that x is the maximal viscosity lower solution of 2.4  2.5 in W.
Ž 
.By Theorem 3.2, we have x*	 x; thus x x x* C R and is a
Ž . Ž . 
viscosity solution of 2.4  2.5 on R .
The uniqueness is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2.
4. PEANO’S THEOREM
In this section we extend the well known Peano’s Theorem for explicit
Ž .equations to implicit equation 1.1 and establish the following local
Ž .existence result for CP .
Ž .THEOREM 4.1 Peano’s Theorem . Assume that for some a 0 and
m Ž .  neighborhood U R of X  x , . . . , x , F is continuous on 0, a 0 0 m1
U R1 and satisfies that there exist q , q  R1 with q 	 q such that1 2 1 2
 F t , X , q 	 0	 F t , X , q  t , X  0, a U. 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž .Then the Cauchy problem CP has at least a solution x on some interal
 Ž .0,  0 	 a with
Žm.  q 	 x t 	 q for a.e. t 0,  . 4.2Ž . Ž .1 2
Proof. For the sake of simplicity in writing, we only prove the theorem
in detail in case m 2. In the general case, the proof follows a fully
analogous argument. Without loss of generality, we also put x  x  0 in0 1
the following argument.
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Ž . Ž .  If q  q , then 4.1 is to say that F t, X, q 	 0 on 0, a U.1 2 1
1 2 Ž .Therefore x q t is a local solution of CP and thus we are done. In12
the following argument, we assume that q  q . We may also assume that1 2
q  0 q . In case it is not so, we can transform the original problem by1 2
Ž . 2setting x y
 q 
 q t 4 into an equivalent one,1 2
F* t , y , y, y  0, y 0  y 0  0, 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where
F* t , y , p , qŽ .
 F t , y
 q 
 q t 24, p
 q 
 q t2, q
 q 
 q 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
2 Ž .We take a 	 a and a neighborhood V in R of X  0, 0 sufficiently0
Ž . Ž .   Ž .small such that X
Q t U when t, X  0,   V, where Q t 
ŽŽ . 2 Ž . .q 
 q t 4, q 
 q t2 . Then1 2 1 2
F* t , X ,q*  F t , X
Q t , q 	 0	 F t , X
Q t , qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
 F* t , X , q*Ž .
Ž .   Ž .for any t, X  0,   V, where q* q  q 2 0.2 1
We take a r 0 sufficiently small such that
   r , r  r , r U. 4.4Ž .
Ž Let t  0, a be sufficiently small such that0
1 1
2 2  r	 q t  q t 	 r , r	 q t q t	 r  t 0, t . 4.5Ž .1 2 1 2 02 2
For T 0, denote by V the setT
1 1
2 2t , x , p : 0	 t	 T , q t 	 x	 q t , q t	 p	 q t .Ž . 1 2 1 2½ 52 2
Ž .    We fix a  0, t . Let  : 0, t  0, 1 be a continuous function such0 0
that
  t  0 for t 0,  ,  t  1.Ž . Ž .0
  1 Ž .  Define G : V  q , q  R as  t, x, p  V and q q , q ,t 1 2 t 1 20 0
G t , x , p , q  1  t F t , x , p , q 
  t q. 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž  .Clearly G C V  q , q . We observe thatt 1 20
 G t , x , p , q  F t , x , p , q for t , x , p , q  V  q , q . 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1 2
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Ž  1.Define b, c C 0, t  R as0
1 1
2 2q t , when x q t ;2 22 2
1 1
2 2b t , x Ž . x , when q t 	 x	 q t ;1 22 2
1 1
2 2q t , when x q t , 1 12 2
q t , when p q t ; 2 2p , when q t	 p	 q t ;c t , p Ž . 1 2q t , when p q t .1 1
1  We also define a function d : R  q , q as1 2
d q  q for x q , d q  q for q 	 q	 q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 2
d q  q for x q .Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž  3. Ž .   3Define H C 0, t  R as: for any t, x, p, q  0, t  R ,0 0
H t , x , p , q G t , b t , x , c t , p , d q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .We see that by 4.6 H t , x, p, q  d q and hence is nondecreasing in0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q. By 4.1 , 4.4 , 4.5 , 4.7 , and the definitions of the functions b, c, d, we
have
  2H t , x , p , q 	 0	H t , x , p , q  t , x , p  0,   R . 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Consider the modified problem:
H t , x , x, x 
 x c t , x 
 x  d x  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
x 0  x 0  0. 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .  We claim that any solution x of 4.9 on 0,  satisfies
 q t	 x t 	 q t  t 0,  ,Ž . Ž .1 2
4.10Ž .
 q 	 x t 	 q for a.e. t 0, Ž . Ž .1 2
1 12 2Ž .  and consequently we also have q t 	 x t 	 q t for t 0,  . Thus by1 22 2
Ž . Ž .  4.7 and the definition of b, c, d, and H, x is a solution of CP on 0,  .
Ž .We first prove the first inequality in 4.10 . Suppose not, say for instance,
Ž  Ž .there exists s  0,  such that x s  q s . Then by continuity and the1 1 2 1
Ž .  . Ž .initial condition, x 0  0, we can find a s  0, s such that x s 0 1 0
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Ž . Ž q s and x t  q t for any t s , s . Now by the basic formula,2 0 2 0 1
Ž . Ž . t Ž .x t  x s 
 H x t dt, one concludes immediately that there exists a0 s0  Ž .set D s , s with positive measure such that for any tD, x t  q ,0 1 2
and hence
H t , x , x, x 
 x c t , x 
 x  d xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
H t , x , x, q 
 x q t 
 x  qŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
H t , x , x, q  by 4.8  0,Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Ž .which is a contradiction; hence the result. The first inequality in 4.10
Ž .  implies that x c t, x  0 for any t 0,  ; therefore the equation in
Ž .4.9 reduces to
H t , x , x, x 
 x  d x  0Ž . Ž .Ž .
  Ž . Ž .or 0,  ; from this and 4.8 one can deduce the second inequality in 4.10
directly.
Ž .  Now we prove that 4.9 has at least a solution x on 0,  . For this
 purpose, we investigate the following system on 0, t :0
x c t , y ;Ž .
H t , x , y , y 
 y c t , y 
 y d y  0;Ž . Ž . Ž . 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž .x 0  y 0  0.Ž . Ž .
Ž . 0, 1Ž . 0, 1Ž . Ž .We say that x, y  C 0, t  C 0, t is a Lipschitz solution of0 0
Ž .   Ž .  4.11 on 0, t , if it solves the equations in 4.11 for a.e. t 0, t ;0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .moreover, x 0  y 0  0. Note that if x, y is a solution of 4.11 , then
1Ž . Ž . Ž .  x C 0, t . Let x, y be a solution of 4.11 on 0, t . A similar0 0
Ž .argument as in showing 4.10 applies to prove that
   q t	 y t 	 q t  t 0,  , q 	 y t 	 q for a.e. t 0,  ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .   Ž .hence by the definition of c c t, y  y when t 0,  . Therefore 4.11
Ž .  reduces to 4.9 on 0,  .
Ž .In the sequel, we prove that 4.11 has at least a solution.
In order to apply Theorem 3.1, we extend b and c to continuous

 1 Ž .functions on R  R still denoted by b and c, respectively by setting
b t , x  b t , x , c t , p  c t , pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
Žwhen t t . H is also extended to a continuous function still denoted by0
. 
 3H on R  R ,
H t , x , p , q H t , x , p , q when t t .Ž . Ž .0 0
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Note that b, c, and H are bounded; i.e., there exists B 0 such that

 1b t , x , c t , p , H t , x , p , q 	 B  t R , x , p , q R , 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .moreover, H t, x, p, q is nondecreasing in q when t t .0
Ž . Ž 
.Let  0, 1 , z, w C R be given. Consider the Cauchy problem,
H t , z , w , y 
  y
 y c t , y 
 y d y  0, 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
y 0  0. 4.14Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . 
We show that 4.13  4.14 has a unique viscosity solution y on R .
Ž .First, in view of 4.12 , we can take an M 0 independent of z, w, and
Ž . 0, 1 such that
H t , x , p , 0 
 M
 M c t , M  0Ž . Ž .Ž .
 t , x , p  R
 R2 , 4.15Ž . Ž .
H t , x , p , 0  M
 M c t ,M 	 0Ž . Ž .Ž .
 t , x , p  R
 R2 ; 4.16Ž . Ž .
furthermore, M is such that
M	 q  , q 	M . 4.17Ž .1 2
Let q*M . Then q*	 q  q 	 q*. Define u and  as1 2
q*t for 0	 t	  ; q*t for 0	 t	  ;
u t   t Ž . Ž .½ ½M for t  , M for t  .
Ž 
. Ž . Ž .Then u,   C R with u 0  0  0. We claim that u,  are a
Ž . Ž . 
viscosity lower solution and viscosity upper solution of 4.13  4.14 on R ,
Ž .respectively. Indeed, by 4.8 and the definitions of H, b, c, and d, we have
Ž .on 0,  that
H t , z , w ,   
   
   c t ,  
   d  Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
H t , z , w , q 
  q*t
 q*t q t 
 q* q  0;Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
Ž . Ž .hence  is a classical upper solution of 4.13 on 0,  . Similarly we can
Ž . Ž .show that u is a classical lower solution of 4.13 on 0,  . It follows from
Ž . Ž . Ž .4.15 and 4.16 that u,  are a classical lower and upper solution of 4.13
Ž .  Ž .on  , , respectively. By the definition of subjet, one sees that 0  u  ;

 Ž . Žtherefore by virtue of Remark 2.2, we deduce that  u   as u is not
.  Ž .differentiable at  . Similarly we have    . By the definitions of
viscosity lower, upper solutions and Remark 2.6, one concludes immedi-
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Ž . Ž .ately that u is a viscosity lower solution of 4.13 on 0, and  is a
Ž . Ž .viscosity upper solution of 4.13 on 0, . Thus the claim is true.
Ž .Note that the left-hand side of Eq. 4.13 is strictly increasing in y. Now
it is easy to see that all the conditions needed in Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by 4.13  4.14 . It follows that 4.13  4.14 has a unique viscosity solution
y on R
 with u	 y	 and hence

y t 	M  t R . 4.18Ž . Ž .
Due to the boundedness of H, c, and d, we deduce that there exists L 0
Ž 1.  that depends only on M such that for any z, w C R , x M, M
Ž .and  0, 1 ,
H t , z , w , q 
  x
 x c t , x 
 q d q  0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
q L,  t 0;
H t , z , w , q 
  x
 x c t , x 
 q d q  0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
qL,  t 0.
In view of the definitions of viscosity lower solution and viscosity upper
Ž .solution, it follows that for any t 0, ,
q	 L q 
y t , qL q y t .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Thanks to Lemma 2.4, we have
  
y 	 L. 4.19Ž .Li pŽ R .
For convenience, we denote by Eu the extension of u on R
 for any
Ž .u C 0, t defined as0
Eu t  u t for t t .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
   Ž 
.We also denote by  the restriction of  on 0, t for any   C R .0, t  00
Ž . Ž .Let Z : C 0, t  C 0, t be the operator defined by the formula0 0
t  Zu t  c s, u s ds u C 0, t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H 0
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let  0, 1 be fixed. By the existence and uniqueness of 4.13  4.14 ,
Ž .for any u C 0, t , the Cauchy problem0
H t , E Zu , Eu , y 
  y
 y c t , y 
 y d y  0;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
4.20Ž .
y 0  0 4.21Ž . Ž .
has a unique viscosity solution y on R
.
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Ž .Now we define an operator K on C 0, t as follows.0
Ž .   For u C 0, t , Ku is the restriction y on 0, t of the unique0, t 0 00
Ž . Ž . 
viscosity solution y of 4.20  4.21 on R .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then K is well defined. Inequality 4.18 implies that KB M  B M ,
where
  B M  u C 0, t : u 	M .Ž .  4Ž . CŽ0, t .0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 4.19 , we know that KB M is precompact in B M . In order to apply
the Schauder Fixed-point Theorem, we only need to verify the continuity
 4 Ž .of K. To this end, it suffices to show that if u  C 0, t converges ton 0
Ž .  4  4u in C 0, t , then it possesses a subsequence u such that Ku0 0 n nk k
Ž .converges to Ku in C 0, t .0 0
Ž . Ž .We denote by y the unique viscosity solution of 4.20  4.21 withn
 Ž . Ž .respect to u u . Then Ku  y . We infer from 4.18 and 4.190, t n n n 0
 4  4that y has a subsequence y that converges uniformly on any compactn nk
 Ž 
. interval I R to a function y  C R . We show that Ku  y ;0, t 0 0 0 0
Ž .and hence Ku  Ku in C 0, t as k . This is equivalent ton 0 0k
Ž . Ž .proving that y is a viscosity solution of 4.20  4.21 with respect to0
Ž .u u . Clearly y 0  0. In the following we show that y is a viscosity0 0 0
Ž . Ž .solution of 4.20 on 0, .
Ž . 
 Ž .Assume that t 0, , q  y t . By Lemma 2.9, there exist t 0 k
Ž . 
 Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .0, and q   y t such that t , y t , q  t, y t , q as k .k n k k n k k 0k k
By the definition of viscosity lower solution, we have
H t , E Zu , Eu , q 
  y 
 y  c t , y 
 q  d q 	 0.Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k n n k n n k n k kk k k k k
We pass to the limit in the above equation to obtain that
H t , E Zu , Eu , q 
  y 
 y  c t , y 
 q d q 	 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0
Ž .Thus y is a viscosity lower solution of 4.20 with respect to u u on0 0
Ž . Ž .0, . Similarly we can prove that y is a viscosity upper solution of 4.200
Ž .with respect to u u on 0, .0
Ž .Thanks to the Schauder Fixed-point theorem, K has on B M at least a
Ž . Ž .fixed point y . By virtue of 4.18 and 4.19 , we have
   y 	M , y 	 L. 4.22Ž .CŽ0, t . Li pŽ0, t . 0 0
Ž . t Ž Ž ..  Let x t  H c s, y s ds for t 0, t . In view of the definitions of the 0  0
operators E, Z, and K , we see that y is a viscosity solution of the
equation
H t , x t , y , y 
  y
 y c t , y 
 y d y  0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .on 0, t .0
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 4Since M and L are both -independent, we may assume that y
Ž .  4converges to some function y in C 0, t as  0. Consequently x0 
Ž . Ž . t Ž Ž ..converges to x in C 0, t , where x t  H c s, y s . y necessarily satis-0 0
Ž .fies y 0  0 and
 y t 	M , y 	 L.Ž . Ž .C 0, t L i pŽ0, t .0 0
Using a similar argument as in showing the continuity of the operator K ,
one can easily examine that y is a viscosity solution of the equation
H t , x t , y , y 
 y c t , y 
 y d y  0 4.23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .on 0, t . Since y is Lipschitz, by Remark 2.6, we conclude immediately0
Ž . Ž .  that x, y is a solution of 4.11 on 0, t .0
Ž . Ž .The conclusion 4.2 is implied in 4.10 .
The proof of the theorem is complete.
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.3
We are now ready to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We take a sequence of bounded open neighbor-
 4 Ž .hoods V of X  x , . . . , x with V  V U for each n andn 0 0 m1 n n
1
  4  . V U. Let   0, T be a nondecreasing sequence such thatn1 n n
Ž . 1  T as n . By F , for any n, there exist p , q  R , p 	 q suchn 0 n n n n
that
F t , X , p 	 0	 F t , X , q  t , X Q , 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
 where Q  0,   V . Since Q Q , we may assume that p 	 pn n n n n
1 n
1 n
and q 	 q for nN.n n
1
Ž .    Let  be the set of all solutions y of CP on 0, a  0,  satisfying1 y 1
Žm1.y t , y t , . . . , y t  V  t 0, a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 y
Žm.p 	 y t 	 q for a.e. t 0, a .Ž .1 1 y
Thanks to Theorem 4.1,  . We introduce an order relation  in 1 1
by agreeing that
y  y  a 	 a and y  y on 0, a .1 2 y y 2 1 y1 2 1
 .For every totally ordered subset  of  , let a sup a . On 0, a we1 y y
Ž . Ž .  define a function y by y t  y t if t 0, a for some y. The0 0 y
total order of  ensures that y is uniquely defined and is a solution of0
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Ž .  . Žm.Ž .  .CP on 0, a . y satisfies p 	 y t 	 q for a.e. t 0, a , which0 1 0 1
Žk .Ž .implies that lim y t exists for 0	 k	m 1. Now we extend y tot a 0 0
  Ž . Ž . Ž .a function on 0, a still denoted by y by setting y a  lim y t .0 0 t a 0
m1, 1Ž . Ž .  Clearly y  C 0, a . Hence y is a solution of CP on 0, a . One0 0
easily sees that y  . Furthermore, y y for all y; therefore y0 1 0 0
is an upper bound of  in  . By Zorn’s Lemma  possesses a maximal1 1
Ž .    element u , i.e., a solution of CP on some interval 0, s  0,  such1 1 1
that either s   , or s   but u does not have a proper extension 1 1 1 1 1
    Ž .on any interval 0, s with s  s 	  such that  is a solution of CP1 1 1 1
  on 0, s and1
Žm1.   t ,   t , . . . ,  t  V  t 0, s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 1
Žm.   p 	 t 	 q for a.e. t 0, s .Ž .1 1 1
Ž .Consider the ordered set  the order  is defined as that in  of2 1
Ž .    all solutions y of CP on 0, a with s 	 a 	  and y u on 0, s ;y 1 y 2 1 1
moreover,
Žm1.y t , y t , . . . , y t  V  t 0, a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 y
Žm.p 	 y t 	 q for a.e. t 0, a .Ž .2 2 y
Following a similar argument as above, we deduce that  possesses a2
Ž .    maximal element u , i.e., a solution of CP on some interval 0, s  0, 2 2 2
such that either s   , or s   but u does not have a proper2 2 2 2 2
   extension  on any interval 0, s with s  s 	  such that  is a2 2 2 2
Ž .   solution of CP on 0, s and2
Žm1.   t ,   t , . . . ,  t  V  t 0, s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 2
Žm.   p 	 t 	 q for a.e. t 0, s .Ž .2 2 2
 4By induction, we obtain a sequence of intervals 0, s and a sequencen
 4 Ž .  u of functions, such that for each n, u is a solution of CP on 0, s ;n n n
moreover, the following properties hold: for every nN,
 s 	  , s 	 s , u  u on 0, s , 5.2Ž .n n n n
1 n
1 n n
 Žm1.  u t , u t , . . . , u t  V  t 0, s , 5.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n
Žm.  p 	 u t 	 q for a.e. t 0, s . 5.4Ž . Ž .n n n n
  Furthermore, u does not have a proper extension  on any interval 0, sn n
 Ž .with s  s 	  when s   , such that  is a solution of CP onn n n n n
  0, s andn
Žm1.   t ,   t , . . . ,  t  V  t 0, s , 5.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . n n
Žm.   p 	 t 	 q for a.e. t 0, s . 5.6Ž . Ž .n n n
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 . Ž . Ž .  Let  lim s . Define x on 0,  as x t  u t if t 0, s . Duen n n n
Ž . Ž .  .to 5.2 , x is well defined. Clearly x is a solution of CP on 0,  . If  T ,
then we are done and the proof of the theorem is complete. Assume that
 4 T. We prove that there exists a sequence t with t   as n ,n n
Ž .such that X t tends to the boundary U of U as n , i.e., for anyn
Ž . Ž .compact subset EU, X t  E for n sufficiently large, where X t n
Ž Ž . Ž . Žm1.Ž ..x t , x t , . . . , x t .
Ž .Suppose not. Then there exists a n N such that X t  V . Recall0 n0
that   T as n . Fix a n  n such that   . Then for any n, wen 1 0 n1
Ž .have s 	   , X s  V  V , and in particular,n n n n n1 0 1
s   , X s  u s , u s , . . . , uŽm1. s  V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n n n n n n1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Consider the Cauchy problem,
F t , y , y, . . . , y Žm.  0, 5.7Ž .Ž .
y s  u s , y s  u s , . . . , y Žm1. sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n n1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 uŽm1. s . 5.8Ž . Ž .n n1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Applying Theorem 4.1, by 5.1 we deduce that 5.7  5.8 has a solution y
 on some interval s , s 
  with  0 sufficiently small so that s 
 n n n1 1 1
	  ; moreover, y satisfiesn1
Žm1.y t , y t , . . . , y t  V  t s , s 
  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . n n n1 1 1
Žm.p 	 y t 	 q for a.e. t s , s 
  .Ž .n n n n1 1 1 1
   Let s  s 
  . Define  on 0, s byn n n1 1 1
   u on 0, s ,   y on s , s .n n n n1 1 1 1
Ž .Making use of the initial condition 5.8 , one easily checks that  
m1, 1Ž  . Ž .   C 0, s and hence  is a solution of CP on 0, s . Thus  is an n1 1     Ž .proper extension of u on 0, s  0,  . Clearly  satisfies 5.5 andn n n1 1 1
Ž .5.6 with respect to n n . This is a contradiction. The proof of the1
theorem is complete.
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.3. By the assumptions 1 and 3 , it is easy to see
that for any a T and compact subset E Rm, there exist q , q  R11 2
with q 	 q such that1 2
 F t , X , q 	 0	 F t , X , q  t , x  0, a  E. 5.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
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Ž .  .  .Assume that x is a solution of CP on some interval 0,   0, T . Let
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Žm1.Ž .. Ž .X t  x t , x t , . . . , x t . We can write X t as
t t t Žm.X t  X 
 x s ds, x s ds, . . . , x s ds , 5.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H0 ž /0 0 0
Ž .   mwhere X  x , . . . , x . We denote by 
 the usual norm in R .0 0 m1
Then
122m
t Žk . X t 	 X 
 x s dsŽ . Ž .Ý H0 ž /ž /0k1
m
t Žk .   	 X 
 c x s dsŽ .Ý H0 0 ž /0k1
t t Žm. 	 X 
 c m 1 X s ds
 c x s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .H H0 0 0
0 0
Ž . Ž .Making use of 2 and 3 , by simple calculations it is easy to examine that
Žm. x t 	 	 t X t 
 1 for a.e. t 0,  5.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..Ž .
and hence
t t
 X t 	  s X s ds
 c 	 s ds
 X ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H0 0
0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .where  s  c m 1 
 c 	 s . By the Gronwall Lemma, we have0 0
t t t
 X t 	 X exp  s ds 
 c 	 s exp   d ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H0 0ž / ž /0 0 s
5.12Ž .
Ž . Ž .Thanks to Theorem 1.1 and 5.9 , 5.12 , we conclude immediately that
Ž .  .CP has at least a solution on J 0, T .
  Ž .In case J 0, T with T , since we assume that 	 C J in the
Ž .  Ž . Ž .theorem, 5.12 implies X t 	M  t J for some M 0. Further, by
Ž .5.11 , we have
Žm.  x t 	 	 M
 1Ž . Ž .CŽ J .
for a.e. t J. Based on these facts, one can easily check that x
m1, 1Ž . Ž .C J . Hence x is a solution of CP on J.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
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6. TWO EXAMPLES
This section consists of two examples mentioned in the Introduction.
1 1Ž .EXAMPLE 6.1. For nN, let l  C , be defined byn n
 1 n
1 1 1 1 1
t , 	 t	 
 ;ž / ž /n
 1 n
 1 2 n n
 1
1 1 1 1 1 1   t 
 ,l t Ž .n ž / ž /ž /2 n n
 1 2 n n
 1
1 1 1 1

  t	 . ž /2 n n
 1 n
Ž . Ž 1.Define  C 0, 1 and H C R as
1 1
l t , t , , nN ;Ž .n t Ž . n
 1 n
0, t 0,
q , q 1;1, 1	 q	 1;H q Ž . q
 2, q1.
Consider the Cauchy problem
H x 
 x 1
  t , x 0  0. 6.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .By Theorem 1.1, we know that 6.1 has at least a solution x on some
  Ž .  interval J 0,  . Indeed, the function  is a solution of 6.1 on 0, 1 .
Ž .  We claim that  is the unique solution of 6.1 on any interval J 0, 
  Ž . 0, 1 . To see this, we assume that x is a solution of 6.1 on J and prove
that x .
Ž . Ž .Indeed, if there exists a s  J such that x s   s , then we deduce0 0 0
that there exists a subset D J with positive measure such that
x t   t , x t 	  t 	 1  tD ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
which yields
H x t 
 x t  1
  t  tD.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .This is a contradiction. Hence x t   t for any t J. Following a
Ž . Ž .similar argument, we can show that x t 	  t for any t J.
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Ž .Example 6.1 shows that even if F t, X, q is monotone in q, the problem
Ž .CP may have no classical solutions.
The following example gives an illustration for Theorem 1.3.
EXAMPLE 6.2. Consider the Cauchy problem of the first order Clairaut
equation,
H x  tx
 x 0, x 0  x . 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Assume that for some  0,
 1
lim inf H q sign q  q  0, 6.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
 q 
Ž . 1 Ž .where sign 
 is the signal function. Then for any x  R , 6.2 has at least0
a global solution x on R
.
Ž .Indeed, by 6.3 , we deduce that there exists  0 and C 0 such that
 1
 1H q sign q  2 q  C q R . 6.4Ž . Ž . Ž .
By the Young inequality, there exists C  0 such that
   1
 Ž1
1 .tq 	  q 
 C t . 6.5Ž .
Ž . Ž . 1
 
Now we take  s  s   s for s R . It is obvious that , 
Ž .satisfy condition 1 in Theorem 1.3. Define functions f , g, and F as
f t , x x
 C t Ž1
1 .
 C , g t , x  x
 C t Ž1
1 .
 CŽ . Ž . 
for t , x  R
 R1 ,Ž .
F t , x , q H q  tq
 x for t , x , q  R
 R2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Making use of 6.4 , 6.5 , one can easily examine that F, f , g, and , 
Ž . Ž . 
 2satisfy the relation 3 in Theorem 1.3 with respect to t, x  R  R and
1 Ž . Ž1
1 .q R . Finally, set  t  C t 
 C. Then
 f t , x , g t , x 	  t 
 1 x 
 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1
 	   t 
 1 
 1 x 
 1Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /
1
 1
 	  	 t x 
 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
    	 t x 
 1  	 t x 
 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .where 	 t   t 
 1 
 1, which shows that 2 in Theorem 1.3 is also

Ž .satisfied. Thanks to Theorem 1.3, we conclude that 6.2 has at least a
global solution x on R
.
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Remark 6.3. In the case where
 1
lim sup H q sign q  q  0Ž . Ž .
 q 
for some  0, by considering the Cauchy problem of the equation
Ž Ž . . H x  tx
 x  0, one can also deduce by a similar argument as
Ž . 
above that 6.2 has at least a global solution x on R .
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